Unlucky Lucky

Arna Zada plays the unfortunate character Lucky in ACT's production of "Waiting for Godot" by Samuel Beckett. Zada is a graduate of the University of Washington Drama School. The production, which stars both Bruce Kuen, Robert Lutz and Stanley Anderson, was directed by Patt McGinnis. It will continue at ACT, 1175 1st Ave. W., through Saturday night.

Moviegoers Attend Black, Offbeat Films

BY JOHN NEEDLE

American movies, even in their period of economic depression, are never so offbeat or so unique in their approach to the problems of the day that they are not entertaining and illuminating. The idea of an individualistic approach to life, as seen in the films of Samuel Beckett, is not new. In fact, it has been a hallmark of the American film industry for many years.
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